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The aim of the study was to investigate both L2 word integration and the effect of learning method on it. For this
purpose, an L2 word-learning paradigm was designed with two learning methods: L2 words were paired with
videos in the first one and their translation-equivalent L1 words in the second. To test L2 word integration, a
lexical decision task associated with form priming was administered before and after the learning phase. The L2
words to be learned were used as primes. Forty-eight participants participated in the study. Before learning, a
facilitation effect was obtained with pseudowords (not already learned L2 words) as primes and L1 words as
targets. After learning, L2 words no longer facilitated L1 word recognition when learned with the video method,
while they still had this effect when learned with the L1 words – L2 words method. In accordance with the prime
lexicality effect (PLE), this absence of a facilitation effect indicates that L1 words and L2 words are involved in a
lexical competition process common to the two languages. This result highlights swift lexicalisation and dem
onstrates the effect of learning method in lexicalisation.

1. Introduction
One of the features of second language (L2) learning in adulthood is
that the first language (L1) is already clearly established when the L2
starts to be learned. Adults must learn new lexical forms (L2 words),
while they have already learned lexical forms (L1 words) for the con
cepts depicted by the L2 words. Hence, important questions arise
regarding how L2 words are added to memory in adults and then stored.
One of these questions is how L2 words are integrated with L1 words at
the beginning of L2 learning. This raises the issue of a separate vs in
tegrated lexicon for words from different languages. Another issue is the
role of learning method in L2 word integration.
In most bilingual models of visual word recognition, L1 and L2 words
form part of a shared lexicon. For example, the Bilingual Interactive
Activation plus model (BIA+, Dijkstra & Van Heuven, 2002) and the
recent Multilink model (Dijkstra et al., 2018) posit a non-selective lex
ical access. In these models a visual presentation of a word leads to a coactivation and to a lexical competition between many word candidates
that are similar to the input independently of the language they belong
to. Interestingly, the fact that lexical representations are engaged in a
lexical competition process can be used to investigate lexical integration

of newly learned words since to be engaged in this process is a strong
marker of lexical integration.
With this in mind the integration of newly learned words can be
investigated through neighbourhood effect (e.g. Meade et al., 2018) or
with the prime lexicality effect (Forster & Veres, 1998, see also Davis &
Lupker, 2006). Under a masked priming condition, a target word
(CONVERGE) is recognised faster when preceded by a form-related
pseudoword sharing all but one letter (convenge CONVERGE) than an
unrelated pseudoword (basoball CONVERGE). By contrast, a target
word (CONVERGE) is recognised more slowly when preceded by a
related word (converse CONVERGE) than an unrelated one (baseball
CONVERGE). This so-called prime lexicality effect shows that words
compete with each other. Indeed, given that pseudowords lead to
facilitation and no inhibition, the competition effect is located at the
lexical level.
Bilingual participants display a cross-language competition effect.
Infrequent L1 words were recognised more slowly when preceded by a
form-related frequent word than by an unrelated frequent word, what
ever the language of the prime word: L1 (lire-CIRE vs nuit-CIRE) or L2
(fire-CIRE vs fall-CIRE) (Bijeljac-Babic et al., 1997). This effect was
modulated by L2 proficiency, with highly proficient bilinguals
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displaying a stronger inhibition effect. Note that even though Multilink
includes a proficiency component, this model (as well as BIA+) deals
with word recognition in proficient bilinguals.
Besides, word learning has been described in developmental models
of bilingual lexical organisation (see for example: Kroll & Stewart, 1994,
see also Dong et al., 2005, SAM; Pavlenko, 2009, MHM). In these models
L1 and L2 words are stored in separate lexicons and direct links connect
L1 and L2 translation equivalents. A direct connection from L2 words to
the conceptual level is thought to be established progressively as pro
ficiency increases. The BIA-d (BIA-d, Grainger et al., 2010) provided a
new interpretation of L2 word learning in which L1 and L2 words are
first connected and belong to different lexicons. As proficiency in
creases, words from the two lexicons are progressively integrated and L2
word connections with semantics become stronger. Therefore, the
former organisation first corresponds to RHM but becomes a BIA+
organisation as proficiency increases. Consequently, according to RHM
no cross-language PLE is expected, while according to BIA-d a cross
language PLE should be observed in more advanced L2 learners but not
in novice learners (for an in-depth discussion about these models see
Meade & Dijkstra, 2017). A few studies investigated how newly learned
words are integrated in the lexicon.
According to Gaskell and Dumay (2003), integration of newly
learned words does not occur immediately after learning but is observ
able the day after it, suggesting that lexicalisation depends on a
consolidation process requiring exchanges between the medial temporal
lobe system (including hippocampus) and the neocortical system (see
also Davis & Gaskell, 2009). These exchanges are thought to take place
during offline periods such as sleep. Therefore, sleep might play an
important role in lexicalisation (for lexicalisation of words learned
orally, see for example: Dumay & Gaskell, 2007; for lexicalisation of
words learned through written modality, see for example: Wang et al.,
2017 but see the following article for integration of spoken words
without sleep: Lindsay & Gaskell, 2013). Critically, Qiao and Forster
(2013) investigated new written word integration through the PLE. They
found that newly learned L1 words used as primes did not display any L1
word detection facilitation effect after four training sessions spread over
two weeks. The participants learned 48 new words (pseudowords)
created by changing one letter in an English word. After the learning
sessions, they completed a lexical decision task (LDT) under a masked
priming condition with both learned items and unlearned items as
primes. A significant facilitation effect was observed only with the un
learned items. Therefore, the newly learned L1 words had developed
their own lexical representations. The question, therefore, is whether the
process of integrating newly learned L2 words is similar to that of
integrating L1 words.
Unfortunately, results concerning the integration of L2 words are
mixed. Elgort (2011) and Elgort and Piasecki (2014) showed a PLE with
L2 words, while Qiao and Forster (2017) did not. In Elgort’s experiment
(2011), 48 advanced non-native speakers of English (the participants’ L1
was not controlled) learned 48 new English words (pseudowords created
by changing one letter in an English word and presented as L2 words).
After learning, these new L2 words (learned pseudowords) did not
facilitate L2 word recognition, contrary to non-learned pseudowords
(facilitation of 61 ms). Similar results were obtained in the study by
Elgort and Piasecki (2014) where 48 Dutch-English bilinguals learned
48 new English words (pseudowords created by changing one letter in
an English word and presented as L2 words). After learning, pseudo
words learned as L2 words did not facilitate recognition of phonologi
cally close already known L2 words, contrary to non-learned
pseudowords (facilitation of 46 ms). Nevertheless, these results are
challenged by those of Qiao and Forster (2017). They used the same
procedure as in 2013 (Qiao & Forster) and found that newly learned L2
words (pseudowords learned as L2 words) facilitated the detection of
already known L2 words (i.e. PLE not observed) in Chinese-English bi
linguals. They interpreted this result as proof that “L2 words are stored
in a different memory system from L1 words” (see also: Jiang & Forster,

2001). Thus, they hypothesized that L1 words are stored in the semantic
memory while L2 words are stored in the episodic memory.
In summary, Elgort’s (2011) and Elgort and Piasecki’s experiments
(2014) suggest that the process of integrating L2 words is similar to that
of L1 words, while Qiao and Forster’s experiment (2017) suggests a
different integration process for L1 words and L2 words. This difference
might be due to various factors, particularly differences in prime visi
bility, since presentation durations were different: 522 ms in Elgort
(2011), 490 ms in Elgort and Piasecki (2014), and 50 ms in Qiao and
Forster (2017). It might also be due to participants’ characteristics and
especially differences between participants’ L1 and L2. In Qiao and
Forster’s experiment (2017), the two languages of the participants did
not share a writing system: the L1 of the participants had a logographic
writing system (Chinese), while the second one had an alphabetic one
(English). On the other hand, in Elgort and Piasecki’s experiment
(2014), the two languages shared the same alphabet (L1 was not
controlled in Elgort, 2011). In short, we need more information to
provide a clear picture of this issue.
Considering new word learning, especially in a new language, an
aspect that has been examined widely in educational studies but only
little in cognitive psychology is the contribution of learning methods in
establishing connections between words and concepts. Previous studies
conducted in psychology (Comesaña et al., 2009;Comesaña et al., 2010 ;
Comesaña et al., 2012) already investigated the effect of learning
method on L2 words processing. The results obtained were mixed.
Indeed, in 2009, the results obtained by Comesaña et al. suggested that
the L2-picture method promotes conceptual links, while the results of
the two other experiments suggest either that the interference effect was
higher with the translation equivalent method (Comesaña et al., 2010)
or that the effect was not significantly different between the two groups
(Comesaña et al., 2012). As pointed out by Comesaña and colleagues
(Comesaña et al., 2010; Comesaña et al., 2012) the inclusion of cognates
in these latter experiments could have led the participants to use a
strategy based on orthographic and phonological similarity between
words independently of the learning method. Therefore, we need to
know more about the way the L2 word learning method might impact
whether or not words are integrated within the lexicon.
The main goal of the present experiment was to examine the inte
gration process of L2 words into the mental lexicon in the first steps of
learning, i.e. within the scope of learning new words of a new language,
as a function of the method. The first objective was to investigate
whether once integrated L2 representations can interact with L1 lexical
representations. More specifically, the aim was to investigate whether
lexical representations of newly learned L2 words are engaged in a
lexical competition process shared by the two languages. The second
objective was to investigate whether the learning method influences L2
words integration in the mental lexicon. For this purpose, we used a
learning experiment in which 40 words of a new language were learned
through two methods: L2 words were paired to videos in the first one,
and their translation equivalent L1 words in the second one. The aim
was to investigate the effect of a soft immersion in an L2 environment by
presenting videos and L2 words without L1 words. This soft immersion is
expected to lead to a deeper semantic processing and therefore to
enhance lexical integration. To address the issue of lexical competition,
these words were used as primes in an LDT with L1 (French) words as
targets. Before the learning phase, a facilitation form priming effect is
expected. But after learning the pattern expected is different in function
of the hypothesis selected. If L2 words are not directly integrated into a
single lexicon shared by the L1 and the L2 (i.e. hypothesis postulated for
instance by RHM and BIA-d), the facilitation form priming would still be
observed. But, if L2 words are integrated in the same lexicon as L1 words
from the first steps of learning, a suppression of this facilitation effect is
expected. Since the video method was expected to enhance lexical
integration, the suppression of the facilitation effect is more likely to be
observed in the video group.
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2. Method

mean number of neighbours = 1.25, SD = 0.64, the number of neigh
bours was not significantly different between words and pseudowords, p
value of t-test = 0.33) and neighbours were infrequent words (mean
frequency of the most frequent neighbours = 3.61, SD = 3.10). The
pseudowords created were neither English words, Spanish words nor
German words to avoid any confusion. The list of stimuli is available in
Appendix A.

2.1. Participants
Forty-eight French native speakers studying in the University of Lille
took part in the experiment (31 females, mean age = 23.7, SD = 3.5).
The number of participants required was determined by taking into
account the number of stimuli (40) and the number of participants used
in previous comparing learning methods (respectively 48, 42 and 42 in
Comesaña et al., 2009; Comesaña et al., 2010; Comesaña et al., 2012).
All participants have learned English at school at least from grade 6
and reached a medium level of proficiency in English (according to the
scores obtained to the LEXTALE, Lemhöfer & Broersma, 2012, their
average English level was B2. Mean English Lextale percentile and
standard deviation for each group are reported in Table 1) and had
received teaching in at least one other foreign language during schooling
(mainly Spanish or German). Participants were randomly assigned to
one of the two groups (one for each method). The two groups were
homogeneous in French level (LEXTALE-FR, Brysbaert, 2013), English
level (LEXTALE, Lemhöfer & Broersma, 2012), and memory span (digit
span forward and backward, WAIS-IV, Wechsler, 2008) (see Table 1).
Every participant provided written informed consent.

2.2.1.3. Primes. Forty new language words (mean number of letters =
6.73, SD = 0.78) were created by changing one letter from the targets
previously described. The position of the letter changed was randomly
selected (mean position of the letter changed = 4.43, SD = 2.19). Vowels
were always replaced by vowels and consonants by consonants. For 18
words the letters were replaced by letters internal to the words, while for
the 22 other letters were external. The mean number of French ortho
graphic neighbours was 0.95 (SD = 1.2). The new language words were
neither French words, English words, Spanish words nor German words.
The French graphotactic constraints were violated in several items in
order to make the stimuli like words from a foreign language (for
example: cruuger, see the list of stimuli in Appendix B).
The 40 new language words used as primes in the word recognition
task were the words to be learned during the learning phase. Half of
these new language words were presented to the participants as nouns of
a newly created language, the 20 others as verbs. As previously
mentioned, these new language words were made to be as close as
possible to foreign language words (the French graphotactic constraints
were violated in several items, see the list of stimuli in Appendix B).

2.2. Stimuli
2.2.1. L1 lexical decision task
2.2.1.1. Targets. Twenty French words (mean number of letters = 6.75,
SD = 0.85) were used as targets in the word recognition task. Half of the
words were verbs (e.g., cumuler, accumulate), while the others were
nouns (e.g., cerisier, cherry tree). All the items were low in frequency
(maximum frequency = 13.85 occurrences by million, mean frequency
= 3.58 occurrences by million, SD = 3.99). Frequencies were extracted
from the book corpus of Lexique 3.80 (New et al., 2001). Target words
had either no neighbour or few neighbours (maximum number of
neighbours = 3, mean number of neighbours = 1.35, SD = 0.83).
Neighbours were always less frequent than the target words (except for
the word “brunir”, frequency was 0.74, while frequency of its most
frequent neighbour “brunie” was 1.01 occurrences by million). The
mean frequency of the most frequent neighbours was 2.10 (SD = 2.80).
We used low frequency target words with any or few neighbours because
given that those words are more difficult to recognize, they are more
prone to benefit from both prelexical activation and lexical competition
(this choice was also made in other studies as for example: Bowers et al.,
2005; Forster & Veres, 1998). The list of stimuli is available in Appendix
A.

2.2.2. L2 Word recognition task
In the word recognition task, stimuli included the 40 new language
words which had been learned and a set of pseudowords. These pseu
dowords were created by changing two letters from the new language
words to be learned. The decision to change two letters rather than one
was taken to avoid having abnormally long response time due to par
ticipants who would have analysed each letter of the word to be sure that
there is no difference between the learned word and the stimuli pre
sented. The mean number of neighbours was 0.08 (SD = 0.27). The list
of distractors is available in Appendix C.
2.3. Procedure
The experiment lasted three days. The first day began with the L1
lexical decision task (session 1) followed by learning phases. The second
day concerned only learning phases. The last day started with the L1
lexical decision task (session 2) and ended with a word recognition task
in L2. The organisation of tasks is available in Fig. 1. The different
phases of the experiment were run under the control of MATLAB soft
ware on a Windows laptop. All the tasks were carried out individually in
a quiet room.

2.2.1.2. Distractors. Twenty pseudowords (mean number of letters =
6.7, SD = 0.73) were created for the purpose of the lexical decision task
by changing one letter from a French word, whose length and frequency
were similar to target words. Vowels were always replaced by vowels
and consonants by consonants. For seven words the letters were
replaced by letters internal to the words, while for the 13 other letters
were external. As for the target words previously described, the pseu
dowords had few neighbours (maximum number of neighbours = 3,

2.3.1. Learning phases
2.3.1.1. Part 1: presentation of words. The first part of the learning
phases was composed of 6 presentations of each item. Presentations
were organised by block. Each block was composed of one presentation
of each of the 40 items (40 trials by block). Once a block finished, a new
block started and so on and so forth until the sixth and last block. Every
trial started with the presentation of a visual stimulus for 5000 ms and
finished by the visual presentation of the new words referring to the
concept depicted by the stimulus (1000 ms, font: Times, size: 50). The
intertrial interval was 1000 ms. The type of stimuli presented depended
on the learning method. In the video group, stimuli were videos. When
the word of the new language was a noun, the video depicted a camera’s
rotation around a representation of the concept which the word refers to
modelled in three dimensions. When the word was a verb, the video

Table 1
Mean scores (SD) on background tests for each group and probability associated
with Student’s paired t-test with two-tailed distribution.
Age
Digit span forward
Digit span backward
French LEXTALE percentile
English LEXTALE percentile

TE Group

V Group

p

23.64 (3.72)
6.75 (1.19)
5.17 (1.09)
50.68 (33.06)
71.58 (10.75)

23.78(3.42)
6.57 (0.79)
5.04 (1.26)
50.39 (36.41)
67.90 (8.19)

0.89
0.53
0.72
0.98
0.19
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Fig. 1. Organisation of tasks.

represented a man performing the action depicted by the verb. The
videos clips were created for this experiment. A screenshot of a video
used in the experiment is available in Appendix D. In the translation
equivalent (TE) group, stimuli were the French translation equivalents
of the L2 words. A handwriting font called “freestyle script” (font size:
50) was used. Participants of both groups received the instruction to
learn the associations between the pairs of stimuli.

keys situated on the bottom of the keyboard. The CTRL key situated on
the side of the dominant hand was used to indicate that the item pre
sented was a French word, the one situated on the side of the nondominant hand was used to indicate that the item was a pseudoword.
Twenty French words and 20 pseudowords were used in this task. Both
were presented either in a related condition or in an unrelated one. In
the related condition, the prime and the target differed by one letter,
while in the unrelated one, prime and target did not share any letter. To
avoid multiple judgments for the same target, the stimuli were coun
terbalanced across two lists. Stimuli appeared in only one condition in
each list (e.g., if an L1 word appeared in List 1 in the related condition, in
List 2 it appeared in the unrelated condition). The lists were randomly
created. The lexical decision task used on the third day was identical to
the one used on the first day.

2.3.1.2. Part 2: semantic retrieval task. In the semantic retrieval task, an
L2 word was presented visually (1000 ms) and was followed by three
visual stimuli (French words for the translation equivalent group and
videos for the video group). The stimuli were arranged vertically one
below the other. Among these items, one was associated with the L2
word in the first part of the learning phase (target), while the two others
were associated with other words (distractors). The distractors were
randomly selected among the learned items. The position of the items
was also randomly selected. Participants were instructed to click on the
target item as accurately as possible without time constraint (stimuli
were presented until participants answered). After every answer, a
feedback indicated whether the answer was correct (“correct answer”
appearing on the screen on a green background) or not (“incorrect
answer” appearing on the screen on a red background). When the
answer was incorrect, the failed stimulus was presented again later in
the block. Once each of the 40 L2 words was associated with the correct
answer, the second and last block started. Thus, each of the 40 L2 words
was presented at least once in each block. The number of errors and the
number of items failed were recorded by the program in order to make
sure that any effect observed in the test phase was not attributable to any
difference in the exposure to the L2. The number of errors committed
corresponded to the total number of errors committed, e.g. 5 failures on
an item equals 5 errors, while, the number of items failed was only the
number of items failed, e.g. 5 failures on an item equals 1 item failed.
Since neither the number of errors nor the number of items failed were
significantly different between the two groups on the first day or the
second (see Table 2), the exposure to the L2 was not significantly
different.

2.3.2.2. Word recognition task - L2 words. The word recognition task
was composed of 80 trials. Each trial was composed of a fixation cross
(500 ms) and a learned new language word or a pseudoword (presented
until participants answered). Half of the items presented were learned
new language words, the others were pseudowords. Participants had to
indicate as accurately and rapidly as possible whether the stimulus
presented was a learned item or a pseudoword. Participants answered
through the CTRL keys situated on the bottom of the keyboard. The
CTRL key situated on the side of the dominant hand was used to indicate
that the item presented was a learned word, the one situated on the side
of the non-dominant hand was used to indicate that the item was a
pseudoword.
3. Results
Data were analysed in the software R (R Core Team, 2017) using a
mixed model approach (Baayen et al., 2008) with the lme4 package
(Bates, Maechler, et al., 2015). For the random structure we selected a
compromise between the maximal approach (e.g. Barr et al., 2013) and
the parsimonious approach (e.g. Bates, Kliegl, et al., 2015) by using at a
minimum the random effects subject and target (random intercepts) and
adding supplementary random effects when the latter improved the
model fit. To improve our confidence in the selected models, we used
Bayesian statistics. The function brm of the brms package (Bürkner,
2017, 2018; Carpenter et al., 2017) was used to fit the same models and
to obtain 95% credible intervals (CrI) as well as posterior distributions
for each estimate. The bayes_R2 function of the same package was also
used to calculate a Bayesian version of the R2 (Gelman et al., 2019).

2.3.2. Test phase
2.3.2.1. L1 lexical decision task. The lexical decision task was composed
of 40 trials. Each trial was organised as follows: fixation cross (500 ms),
forward mask (500 ms), prime (50 ms) and target word (presented until
participants answered). For each trial, participants had to indicate, as
rapidly and accurately as possible, whether the stimulus presented was a
French word or a pseudoword. Participants answered through the CTRL

3.1. L1 lexical decision task
Three L1 words were removed from the analysis because they were
poorly known, for example, the percentage of correct responses of brunir
(69%, SD: 47; in the first session: 71%, SD: 46) was lower than that of the
other items (mean percentage of correct responses to the 20 items: 90%,
SD: 29; in the first session: 90%, standard deviation: 30). As L1 words
serve as probes for lexical competition, one should make sure that they
are actually in the lexicon. These words being unknown by several
participants (not integrated in their lexicon), it was not possible to use
them to test further lexical competition.

Table 2
Mean number of errors and mean number of items failed for each group and
probability associated with Student’s paired t-test with two-tailed distribution.
First day
Second day

Errors
Items failed
Errors
Items failed

TE group

V group

t

p

18.96 (26.88)
8.60 (9.06)
1.84 (2.58)
1.60 (2.14)

7.78 (13.21)
5.13 (7.87)
1.78 (3.32)
1.48 (2.17)

1.85
1.42
0.07
0.2

0.07
0.16
0.95
0.85
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3.1.1. Accuracy
Given that accuracy is a dichotomous variable, errors were analysed
with binomial mixed models. To select the best model, a backward
elimination procedure was used. The model selection procedure started
with a complete model including the 2 following random effects (par
ticipants and targets) and these two fixed effect factors and their inter
action (Session: before learning phase, i.e. session 1, after learning
phase, i.e. session 2; Learning method: VE, TE). According to the Akaike
Information Criterion (AIC), the best model included no fixed effect
factor. For completeness, the results of the parameters in the complete
model and the output from the Bayesian analysis are reported in Table 3.
For information, the mean percentage of correct responses in the video
group was 95% (standard deviation: 22; 93% for detection of words,
standard deviation: 25) and was 93% in the translation equivalent group
(standard deviation: 25, 91% for detection of words, standard deviation:
28).

3.2. Word recognition task - L2 words

3.1.2. Response times
Incorrect responses and pseudowords were not included in the ana
lyses. A graphical inspection based on boxplot representation indicated
that RT lower than 100 ms and greater than 1300 ms should be
considered as outliers.
To select the best model, an automatic backward elimination pro
cedure using the function step from the lmerTest package (Kuznetsova
et al., 2017) was used. The model selection procedure started with a
complete model including the 3 following random effects (participant,
target and list) and three fixed effect factors and their interactions
(Session: before learning phase, i.e. session 1, after learning phase, i.e.
session 2; Learning method: VE, TE; Relatedness of the prime: related,
unrelated). The best model was the one with the following formula: RT
~ Relatedness + Learning Method + Session + Group:Session + (1 |
Participant) + (1 | Target) + (1 | List). The results of the parameters in
this model and the output from the Bayesian analysis are reported in
Table 4. The Bayesian model seemed to correctly fit our data (Bayes R2
= 0.422 (SE = 0.016, CrI = [0.388; 0.453]).
The fact that the best model included an interaction effect between
learning method and session indicated that the patterns were signifi
cantly different according to the session and the learning method.
Therefore, we analysed separately the data from the two sessions. In the
first session, the model with the best fit was the one with only the effect
of relatedness of the prime (χ2 = 6.72, p < .01) see Table 5. While, in the
second session, it was the model with the interaction between learning
method and relatedness between prime and target (χ2 = 5.15, p = .023),
see Table 6.
The best model for the second session showed that the patterns of
response times were significantly different between the two groups in
this session. Indeed, in the second session, the model with relatedness
between prime and target significantly improved the model fit for the
translation equivalent group (see Table 7) but not for the video group
(see Table 8). In other words, there was a significant priming effect in
the translation equivalent group but not in the video group. Mean
response times are reported in Fig. 2 (there are also available in Ap
pendix E).

3.2.2. Response times
Incorrect responses were not included in the analyses. Reaction times
longer than 2000 ms and shorter than 100 ms were also excluded (3% of
the data). To select the best model, an automatic backward elimination
procedure was used with the function step from the lmerTest package
(Kuznetsova et al., 2017). The model selection procedure started with a
complete model including the 2 following random effects (participant,
target) and the fixed effect factor learning method (VE, TE).
As expected, the model including the effect of learning method did
not improve the fit of the base model (for word recognition: χ2 = 0.13, p
= .71; for word recognition and rejection of pseudowords: χ2 = 0.01, p
= .99). The mean response times are available in Table 11.

3.2.1. Accuracy
Given that accuracy is a dichotomous variable, errors were analysed
with binomial mixed models. We compared a model including the effect
of learning method (VE, TE) to a base model (without fixed effect fac
tors). The models included a random effect factor (subject, adding the
factor “target” leads to convergence problem).
As expected, the model including learning method did not improve
the fit of the base model (for word recognition: χ2 = 0.34, p = .56; for
word recognition and rejection of pseudowords: χ2 = 1.41, p = .23). For
completeness, the results of the parameters in the complete model and
the output from the Bayesian analysis are reported in Table 9 for word
recognition and in Table 10 for both word recognition and rejection of
pseudowords. The mean percentages of correct responses are shown in
Table 11.

4. Discussion
The aim of this experiment was to study the integration of L2 words
into the mental lexicon and to investigate the effect of learning method
on this process with a paradigm using two learning methods: translation
equivalent and video.
To investigate the integration of L2 words, we used the PLE (Forster
& Veres, 1998, see also Davis & Lupker, 2006) which is based on form
priming (Forster & Davis, 1984). As a reminder, primes and targets in
form priming share all but one letter in the related condition but no
letter in the unrelated condition. In this paradigm, the priming effect
depends of the lexical status of the prime. When the prime is a pseu
doword, the form overlap facilitates word recognition. However, when
the prime is a word, the effect is reduced, vanishes or becomes inhibitory
because words used as primes activate their lexical representations,
leading to the inhibition of the representations orthographically close
and to the absence of facilitation effect for word detection.
In accordance with previous experiments, results of the first session
showed that priming by pseudowords leads to a facilitation for the
detection of L1 words in the related condition in comparison with the
unrelated condition for the two groups of participants (video and
translation equivalent). After learning, the pattern of results depended
on the learning method. In the video group, L2 words (pseudowords
learned as new language words) no longer facilitated L1 word recogni
tion in the related condition as compared with the unrelated condition.
However, in the translation equivalent group, L2 words (pseudowords
learned as L2 words) still facilitated L1 word recognition in the related

Table 3
Summary of the complete model for accuracy (and in italics output from the Bayesian analysis).
Predictors

b

SE b

z

p

b

SE b

95%CrI

(Intercept)
Session
Learning Method
Session x Learning Method

2.886
0.348
0.378
− 0.171

0.239
0.186
0.295
0.285

12.082
1.874
1.281
− 0.601

<0.001
0.061
0.200
0.548

2.92
0.35
0.38
− 0.17

0.25
0.19
0.31
0.30

[2.45 ; 3.46]
[− 0.02 ; 0.73]
[− 0.22 ; 1.01]
[− 0.76 ; 0.41]
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Table 4
Summary of the first model for response times (and in italics output from the Bayesian analysis).
Predictors

b

SE b

t

p

b

SE b

95% CrI

(Intercept)
Relatedness
Learning method
Session
Learning method x Session

769.831
22.256
5.035
− 12.975
36.317

45.165
8.169
34.674
11.324
16.167

17.045
2.724
0.145
− 1.146
2.246

<0.001
<0.01
0.885
0.252
<0.05

− 15.51
22.23
5.79
− 13.23
36.51

16.21
5.88
24.53
7.33
10.54

[− 47.79; 16.03]
[10.66; 33.91]
[− 42.81; 51.73]
[− 27.60; 1.27]
[15.64; 57.58]

Table 5
Summary of the model for response times in the first session (and in italics output from the Bayesian analysis).
Predictors

b

SE b

t

p

b

SE b

95%CrI

(Intercept)
Relatedness

768.917
27.874

37.211
10.714

20.664
2.602

<0.001
<0.01

− 13.28
27.57

10.81
7.60

[− 35.05; 7.33]
[12.72; 42.33]

Bayes_R2 = 0.475 (SE = 0.022, IC = [0.429; 0.516].
Table 6
Summary of the model for response times in the second session (and output from the Bayesian analysis).
Predictors

b

SE b

t

p

b

SE b

95%CrI

(Intercept)
Relatedness
Learning method
Relatedness x Learning method

752.752
40.098
66.778
− 51.973

47.372
15.696
40.930
22.825

15.890
2.555
1.632
− 2.277

<0.001
<0.05
0.109
<0.05

− 35.46
40.22
50.58
− 37.58

16.73
8.51
26.26
12.37

[− 68.07; − 2.39]
[23.68; 57.09]
[− 2.20; 98.04]
[− 61.67; − 12.77]

Bayes_R2 = 0.422 (SE 0.016, IC = [0.390; 0.453].
Table 7
Summary of the model for response times in the second session for the translation equivalent group (and in italics output from the Bayesian analysis).
Predictors

b

SE b

t

p

b

SE b

95%CI

(Intercept)
Relatedness

755.303
36.500

39.180
10.915

19.278
3.344

<0.001
<0.001

− 7.80
16.23

10.91
7.32

[− 29.37; 13.60]
[2.00; 30.44]

Bayes_R2 = 0.467 (SE = 0.022, IC = [0.423; 0.507].
Table 8
Summary of the model for response times in the second session for the video group (and in italics output from the Bayesian analysis).
Predictors

b

SE b

t

p

b

SE b

95%CI

(Intercept)
Relatedness

796.285
5.496

70.771
12.285

11.252
0.447

<0.05
0.655

− 0.60
2.17

10.73
7.57

[− 20.93; 20.84]
[− 12.55; 17.16]

Bayes_R2 = 0.361 (SE = 0.025, IC = [0.309; 0.409].

Fig. 2. Reaction times as a function of learning method and relatedness between prime and target before and after learning phases.
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the L1 and a short presentation duration (50 ms), our study suggests that
new L2 lexical representations interact with L1 representations.
As previously indicated, our second result concerns the effect of
teaching method. A PLE was observed only with the video method. It is
worth noting that the L2 word recognition task did not reveal any dif
ferences between the two groups, so the differences in L2 words inte
gration cannot be explained by differences in L2 word knowledge. As a
reminder, L2 word knowledge was reinforced through a semantic
retrieval task in which a 100% criterion was used to promote learning
without excluding any participants. This criterion could have led to the
differences observed between the two groups, since one group may have
been more exposed to the L2 words than the other one. Nevertheless, the
analysis showed that it was not the case since neither the number of
errors, nor the number of items failed were significantly different be
tween the two groups. Therefore, results on the L1 lexical decision task
showed a) that L2 words were swiftly integrated with already existing
representations when they were learned with a video method allowing a
soft immersion in an L2 environment and/or b) that a learning method
based on translation equivalent delays this integration.
Results also suggest that learning vocabulary through interactions
with concepts led to the integration of L2 words into a lexicon shared by
the two languages. Nevertheless, it is not possible to conclude whether
learning new language words with translation equivalent leads to store
L2 words in a different lexicon of L1 words or if this learning method did
not allow L2 words to participate in the lexical competition process in
the first steps of learning. A parallel can be drawn with the assumption of
BIA-d (Grainger et al., 2010) namely that L2 words are stored in
different lexicons in novice learners while there is a single lexicon for the
two languages in proficient learners. Indeed, our results suggest that
learning new words through interaction with concepts led to integrate
L1 words and L2 words into the same lexicon, while learning through
translation equivalent did not in the first steps of learning. Besides the
impact of proficiency on word integration that is assumed by BIA-d, our
study shows that the learning method also impacts L2 word integration.
The present study has some limitations. First, the decision to use
pseudowords rather than new language words to control some factors
including L1 neighbourhood can arouse questions, especially about the
strategy used by the participant to learn these L2 words. Are these
pseudowords learned through a strategy normally use to learn new L1
words? If so, are the conclusions drawn for L1 learning rather than for L2
learning? In light of the choice made in this experiment, this interpre
tation is unlikely for several reasons. First, an important point is that we
told to our participants that they were learning words from a new lan
guage. Indeed, as pointed out by Meade et al. (2018) this instruction
allows to “set a specific learning context, which has been shown to be an
important factor in numerous previous studies of L2 acquisition (see, e.
g., Collentine & Freed, 2004, for a review)”. Secondly, the type of
explicit learning used, i.e. learning new language words for familiar
concepts that already had clear L1 labels, is a common way to learn new
L2 words for adults, while L1 words are generally learned in a more
implicit way as for example during reading (for a discussion see Meade
et al., 2018). Furthermore, this was reinforced by the fact that our new
language words violated the French graphotactic constraints in several
items. It should also be note that pseudoword learning is usual in L2
studies using a learning paradigm and the PLE (see for example: Elgort,
2011; Elgort & Piasecki, 2014; Qiao et al., 2009; Qiao & Forster, 2013;
Qiao & Forster, 2017).
Another limitation is the short time period of the experiment. Further
research is needed to investigate the integration of L2 words in the
translation equivalent group. Nevertheless, the present findings already
demonstrate that learning methods modulate L2 word integration.
Finally, and related to the latter point, our participants only learned
20 new words, and among them only 17 could be analysed from the PLE
effects due to lack of knowledge of the L1 word which should act as the
word to be competed. While Bayesian tests could display the strength of
the results, further studies should involve more words to be learned, and

Table 9
Summary of the complete model for accuracy for word recognition (and in italics
output from the Bayesian analysis).
Predictors

b

SE b

z

p

b

SE b

95%CI

(Intercept)

2.853

0.321

8.878

<0.001

2.87

0.38

Learning
method

0.272

0.460

0.591

0.555

0.32

0.53

[2.15;
3.62]
[− 0.73;
1.38]

Table 10
Summary of the model for accuracy for both word recognition and rejection of
pseudowords and in italics output from the Bayesian analysis).
Predictors

b

SE b

z

p

b

SE b

95%CI

(Intercept)

3.073

0.260

11.807

<0.001

3.11

0.27

Learning
method

0.455

0.376

1.211

0.226

0.44

0.40

[2.59;
3.65]
[− 0.35;
1.20]

Table 11
Mean reaction times (SD) and percentage of correct responses as a function of
learning method in the word recognition task.

Mean percentage of correct responses (SD)
Mean percentage of correct word
recognition (SD)
Mean reaction times for correct responses
(SD)
Mean reaction times for correct word
recognition (SD)

Translation equivalent
group

Video
group

92 (28)
90 (30)

96 (20)
93 (25)

763 (260)

767 (250)

751 (260)

770 (257)

condition as compared with the unrelated one. As we will discuss in the
next paragraphs, there were two main results. Firstly, there was a cross
language PLE since the effect of primes on L1 words in the video group
was modulated by the lexical status of the primes. Secondly, there was
an effect of learning method on the integration process into the mental
lexicon since the absence of a priming effect was observed only with the
video group.
Previous research has already shown that a PLE may be observed
with newly learned words both in L1 (Qiao & Forster, 2013) and in L2
(Elgort, 2011; Elgort & Piasecki, 2014). Nevertheless, to our knowledge,
no previous study has reported any cross-language PLE. Our results
clearly indicate for the first-time a cross-language PLE when L2 words
serve as primes and L1 words as targets. The implications of these results
are in accordance with the findings of Elgort (2011) and Elgort and
Piasecki (2014), pleading in favour of a lexicon shared by the two lan
guages. On the contrary, the cross-language PLE is in opposition with the
results and interpretations of Qiao and Forster (2017). They posited that
different memory systems are involved for L1 and L2 words when the
latter are learned after a critical period (see also: Jiang & Forster, 2001).
As previously mentioned, the results of Qiao and Forster (2017) might
be attributable to participant language’ characteristics. As a reminder,
the two languages of the participants did not have the same writing
system: the L1 of the participants had a logographic writing system
(Chinese), while the second one had an alphabetic one (English).
However, the heterogeneity in the results is not attributable to differ
ences in presentation duration. Although the differences in presentation
duration in the experiments of Elgort (522 ms in Elgort, 2011; 490 ms in
Elgort & Piasecki, 2014) and Qiao & Forster (2017, 50ms) might have
led to differences in the results, this cannot be the case for our experi
ment since durations were identical to those used in Qiao and Forster
(2017), i.e. 50 ms. Using an L2 (pseudowords presented as foreign lan
guage words, this point will be discussed later, in the part devoted to the
limitations of the experiment) which shared the same writing system as
7
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Methodology, Validation, Formal Analysis, Writing – Original Draft,
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therefore more learning sessions.
In summary, this study shows a cross-language PLE with newly
learned L2 words used as primes and L1 words as targets. It also dem
onstrates the effect of learning method in this process since method
allowing a soft immersion in an L2 environment promoted the integra
tion of L2 words into the mental lexicon.
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Appendix A. Stimuli used in lexical decision task and their characteristics (L1 words)
Item

Lexical status

Number of letters

Word frequency in French

Number of French orthographic neighbour

Anonymat
Assagir
Assainir
Bambin
Brunir
Cerisier
Cordon
Cumuler
Dicter
Donation
Expulser
Flacon
Grincer
Jasmin
Jungle
Lavabo
Mincir
Muguet
Polluer
Stopper
Armule
Atrosoir
Bascotte
Brebas
Chutur
Clignir
Confoi
Crouger
Divirger
Empacer
Exclute
Flirmer
Jaguir
Matalot
Sobbet
Soumon
Spogan
Tutoyar
Unduler
Urgile

Word
Word
Word
Word
Word
Word
Word
Word
Word
Word
Word
Word
Word
Word
Word
Word
Word
Word
Word
Word
Pseudoword
Pseudoword
Pseudoword
Pseudoword
Pseudoword
Pseudoword
Pseudoword
Pseudoword
Pseudoword
Pseudoword
Pseudoword
Pseudoword
Pseudoword
Pseudoword
Pseudoword
Pseudoword
Pseudoword
Pseudoword
Pseudoword
Pseudoword

8
7
8
6
6
8
6
7
6
8
8
6
7
6
6
6
6
6
7
7
6
8
8
6
6
7
6
7
8
7
7
7
6
7
6
6
6
7
7
6

3.04
0.41
0.68
2.16
0.74
1.49
9.19
0.2
1.89
0.54
2.3
11.82
4.46
4.19
7.43
13.85
0
3.85
0.34
3.11
Pseudoword
Pseudoword
Pseudoword
Pseudoword
Pseudoword
Pseudoword
Pseudoword
Pseudoword
Pseudoword
Pseudoword
Pseudoword
Pseudoword
Pseudoword
Pseudoword
Pseudoword
Pseudoword
Pseudoword
Pseudoword
Pseudoword
Pseudoword

0
3
2
2
3
1
2
1
2
1
1
1
2
1
2
0
1
0
2
3
1
1
3
1
1
1
1
1
1
3
1
1
1
1
1
2
1
1
1
1

Appendix B. Learned words (i.e. primes) and L1 translation equivalents
Learned word (i.e.
prime)

Translation equivalent in
L1

Number of letters of the learned
word

Word frequency of the L1 translation
equivalent

Number of French orthographic
neighbours in L1

Assagif
Assainin
Atrisoir
Bamban
Bascotto
Brabas
Brenir
Cerusier

Sculpter
Scier
Sous-marin
Stéthoscope
Montagne
Cactus
Écrire
Bague

7
8
8
6
8
6
6
8

2.16
2.43
3.98
0.54
49.8
2.3
116.15
16.15

4
3
1
1
0
0
1
1
(continued on next page)
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(continued )
Learned word (i.e.
prime)

Translation equivalent in
L1

Number of letters of the learned
word

Word frequency of the L1 translation
equivalent

Number of French orthographic
neighbours in L1

Chutut
Clignin
Cruuger
Cumulet
Devirger
Docter
Donition
Empacem
Ermule
Exclote
Expulter
Fladon
Flirmir
Gonfoi
Griscer
Jammin
Jeguir
Jengle
Jordon
Lavabi
Matalat
Mincin
Polluet
Puguet
Sobbit
Soubon
Spotan
Stoppem
Tutoyad
Uggile
Undulir
Unonymat

Tricoter
Arroser
Plier
Percer
Coller
Lacer
Hérisson
Découper
Champignon
Visser
Repasser
Trèfle
Signer
Lit
Manger
Aigle
Coudre
Raisin
Cerf-volant
Étoile
Enveloppe
Boire
Peindre
Fraise
Avion
Nuage
Aquarium
Pêcher
Tondre
Hélicoptère
Dessiner
Hamburger

6
7
7
7
8
6
8
7
6
7
8
6
7
6
7
6
6
6
6
6
7
6
7
6
6
6
6
7
7
6
7
8

3.11
4.46
10.68
11.22
12.36
0.68
1.76
4.93
3.99
0.88
9.39
4.19
13.51
340.6
138.31
7.91
8.65
4.86
1.22
31.02
33.11
102.3
22.64
3.99
46.82
26.49
5.2
6.35
1.01
2.43
12.97
0.41

0
0
0
2
0
4
2
0
0
0
1
1
0
0
1
1
0
3
1
1
0
2
3
1
0
0
0
3
0
0
0
1

Appendix C. Distractors used in the L2 word recognition task
Distractor

Number of letters

Number of French orthographic neighbours

Absailin
Aloppem
Arpacem
Astigif
Atrisuin
Basconti
Bengre
Bracir
Butulet
Carusiet
Clatut
Clignum
Demirgem
Donitius
Donper
Doubor
Druugor
Elanon
Erdale
Exchota
Expirter
Gerfoi
Ghirmir
Glabas
Grascir
Jegoar
Jordut
Lavamu
Matamar
Mincat
Pobluem
Puglit
Romban
Spitat
Subrit
Tammon
Totoyac

8
7
7
7
8
8
6
6
7
8
6
7
8
8
6
6
7
6
6
7
8
6
7
6
7
6
6
6
7
6
7
6
6
6
6
6
7

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
(continued on next page)
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(continued )
Distractor

Number of letters

Number of French orthographic neighbours

Uggame
Undutis
Unonaman

6
7
8

0
0
0

Appendix D. Screenshot of video used in learning phases

Appendix E. Mean reaction times (SD) in lexical decision task as a function of session, learning method and relatedness between prime
and target
First session

Second session

Video method

Translation equivalent method

Video method

Translation equivalent method

Related

Unrelated

Related

Unrelated

Related

Unrelated

Related

Unrelated

743 (185)

793 (180)

745 (202)

790 (182)

780 (199)

797 (198)

728 (195)

781 (196)
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